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The closing weeks of 2015 were a good illustration of how investment markets operate.        
    
Many investors have been waiting with utmost fear for the so called "lift$off" in US interest rates. Some were 
thus perplexed that when it finally happened, nothing happened. This is because the U.S. policy makers did a 
good job signalling to the market what they intended to do. In the end it was just a matter of whether it was 
going to be in September or December.  
 
Markets had thus priced in the move and it was no surprise. We often have discussions with clients about shares 
in excellent companies with great prospects that don't appear in portfolios. This is because we are not the first 
people to think that they are great companies, and in many cases the stocks have already been priced to 
perfection. This means that all the good news is priced into the share price well before the news actually comes 
through.  
 
The smart money is made in markets by anticipating developments before the market fully prices this in through 
a thorough understanding of a business and an objective view of its prospects. This is more realistic at company 
level than at the macro$economic level, which is why economists seldom get interest rate forecasts right.  
 
In the case of the recent rise in US interest rates, however; because of the careful communication to the markets, 
market stability was achieved. What is far more important now is the trend from here. Policy makers have told 
us that it is now in a tightening cycle which means that interest rates are going to continue to increase, we don't 
know exactly at what pace, but we can see what the market is expecting through the futures market and we 
watch this at Plexus Wealth.  
 
What is important is that on the ground in the US, the average person is doing well. Measured interest rate 
moves of a quarter of a per cent each will not topple them into crisis. Shops, restaurants, bars and tourist 
attractions are full and there is clear evidence of an economy in expansion, although not in rampant boom. 
Large corporations are being spawned by innovation and attracting the brightest young talent the world has to 
offer. The US can thus afford to gradually unwind the stimulus applied to the financial crisis, a phenomenon that 
was caused by risks in the economy that were not generally recognized, and thus caused a shock when it 
happened. 
 
On the other hand the Nene $ van Rooyen $ Gordhan debacle was a surprise to markets. There was no 
signalling, no warning and markets could thus not have anticipated the effects. The news was not priced into 
markets. Markets thus had to adjust significantly to take this new news into account.  
 
Given the stark contrast to the open$ness described above it is hardly surprising that some international investors 
threw in the towel and wrote off SA as an investment destination. Fund managers and investors do not want 
such volatility and there are many opportunities elsewhere that they can choose to sleep better at night. 
International media has labelled our leadership a joke, or worse, with the most recent issue of the Economist 
pointing to a potential sovereign debt default. While that is probably a bit alarmist, I would not want to own SA 
government bonds, and let's be honest, our leadership is an embarrassment. We do however view the end point 
of Gordhan as finance minister as positive.  
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Things do not look rosy for the SA economy and it is an economy that cannot afford interest rate rises. Our twin 
deficits have made us slaves of capital flows which means we have to offer interest rates that make up for 
inflation and risk to keep the flows going. In the absence of these shackles our economy is signalling a clear 
need for lower interest rates to boost business profits and household disposable income. We have dealt with 
moderate inflation before and our most pressing social and economic priority is unemployment $ this can only be 
solved by strong economic growth per capita. 
 
For our equity portfolios we have been encouraging clients to shift money offshore for the last 3 years. The local 
share holdings have also focussed on companies with significant offshore exposure. The Plexus Wealth 
portfolios, while not unscathed, have certainly been insulated from the fall out to a large degree. At this point, 
while we are not saying that the exchange rate can't get worse we think it is probably a bit late to shift 
significant percentages of portfolios now. Such a move would be based on risk management considerations 
rather than potential investment returns. We will however monitor this closely for opportunities that may require 
quick decision making. 
 
As we always remind clients, our methodology has consistently been to first match income to living expenses. 
This means that usually our clients in retirement who require most of their money to generate an income do not 
have significant equity or offshore exposure, but are mainly invested in listed property.  
 
The recent market volatility illustrates why this strategy is the correct one for our clients in retirement, since 
rental income is not expected to be materially different following recent events. Even though capital values have 
fallen in the short to medium term, rental income remains in$tact and our clients need not worry about the 
security of their income. It is likely that increases in income will not be the double digit percentages we have 
seen in recent years, but we are confident they will still keep pace with inflation. 
 
By contrast, retirees who rely on draw$downs from equity investments to fund their retirement income, the 
strategy peddled by most of our competitors, will now be selling more units at depressed prices than their plans 
catered for. Our plans cater for income without selling units. 
 
At this juncture we wish our clients a good break over the year end period, or a merry Christmas as the case may 
be, and a more prosperous start to 2016.    

With kind regards, 

The team at Plexus Wealth 

  

 
 


